
Autumn / Winter 2021

Feel wonderful®



I founded Asquith in 2002 with a desire to create collections that made 
women feel wonderful. Not just because of how they felt wearing our 
super soft clothes, but also knowing we put what’s best for people and 
our planet at the heart of everything we do.

Our supply chain supports responsible production and we’re constantly 
trying to improve what we do to bring about positive change and greater 
transparency. Our eco fabrics are at the heart of this: sustainable 
bamboo, organic cotton and our unique performance fabric, Bambor®. 

Our amazing team, in a GOTS certified factory in Turkey, make our 
collections. Our clothes are packaged in fully recyclable or compostable 
bags; we became a proudly plastic-free brand earlier this year.

As well as fresh updates on our bestsellers, we’re particularly excited 
to introduce two new styles to our Bambor® leggings family. Our 7/8 
Leggings and High Waisted Leggings were both designed following 
feedback from our fabulous customers.

As always, our clothes will keep you fully supported whilst you practice 
yoga or Pilates. They are also designed to work effortlessly with your 
everyday wardrobe too. We want you to get the most wear out of them 
as possible; better for you and our planet.

We hope you enjoy discovering the new collection.

Alice Asquith
Founder & Creative Director

Welcome to our AW21 Collection
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Activewear with 
a conscience

Since 2002 we’ve been on a mission to create 
clothes that are kind to people and the planet.

We use the best quality, sustainable fabrics and 
our collections are designed to last and love.
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60% Brilliant 
Bamboo
Fast growing and 
requires little 
water and no 
chemical fertiliser 
to thrive

From FSC 
certified forests 
that provide 
environmental, 
social and 
economic benefits

30% Organic 
Cotton
GOTS certified 
— chemical-free 
and responsibly 
manufactured 

Ethically and 
sustainably grown, 
knitted and dyed 
 in Turkey

Oeko-Tex Certified
Dyed without the 
use of harmful 
chemicals and 
is safe to human 
health and the 
environment

Durable
Super soft but 
tough — doesn’t 
stretch, fade 
or get those 
annoying bobbles 

Feel Fresh
Breathable, 
anti-bacterial, 
sweatwicking 
and temperature 
controlling

Bambor®

Our high performance,  
low impact fabric
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Sustainable
Fast growing and 
requires little 
water and no 
chemical fertiliser 
to thrive

Climate Change 
Challenger
Absorbs more 
carbon dioxide 
and releases 
more oxygen than 
hardwood trees

FSC Certified
From responsibly 
managed forests 
that provide 
environmental, 
social and 
economic benefits

Oeko-Tex Certified
Dyed without the 
use of harmful 
chemicals and 
is safe to human 
health and the 
environment

Super Soft 
Unrivalled softness 
and perfect 
for those with 
sensitive skin

Durable
Soft but tough — 
doesn’t stretch, 
fade or get those 
annoying bobbles

Feel Fresh
Breathable, 
anti-bacterial, 
sweat-wicking 
and temperature 
controlling

Bamboo Viscose
A planet protecting 
wonder fabric
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GOTS Certified
Grown without 
chemicals, 
fertilisers and 
pesticides that 
contaminate water 
and affect plants 
and wildlife

Oeko-Tex Certified
Dyed without the 
use of harmful 
chemicals and 
is safe to human 
health and the 
environment

Responsibly 
manufactured
Ethically grown, 
knitted and dyed 
in Turkey

Healthy workplace
A chemical-free 
process means 
the health of our 
workers is not 
compromised

Kind to skin
Better for your 
skin, especially 
those with 
sensitive skin or 
allergies

Durable
Soft but tough — 
doesn’t stretch, 
fade or get those 
annoying bobbles

Organic cotton
When it comes to cotton, 
always choose organic
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Our wonderful factory

Our collections are made in a GOTS certified Turkish factory. 
All employees are over 23 years old, work 8.5 hour days, 

have weekends off and paid holidays. It has passed a Sedex 
Members Ethical Trade Audit (4 pillar), which covers social 
standards, environmental conditions, business ethics and 

health & safety procedures.

People &  
planet first
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Bras
& Vests

Essential comfort

Your best work out starts with a supportive top that 
won’t ride up on your mat. Our bras and vests are 
made with naturally breathable fabrics that are 

designed to keep you cool, fresh and secure. 
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Our Balance Bra Top is so comfortable 
you’ll never want to take it off. No clips, no 
wires, just super soft and stretchy Bambor® 
fabric that gently supports you all day – 
from your favourite yoga class to a peaceful 
Sunday stroll. Layers perfectly under our 
vests and tees. 

Marine Blue
Ikat
Leopard
Black

XS S M L XL XXLBalance Bra Top
ASQ-W21-113
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A new style for this season, our Jump To 
It Vest is a work out essential. Made with 
Bambor® so it’s naturally breathable and 
sweat-wicking, plus it has a built-in bra — 
so perfect for even your toughest class. 
We love the flattering, deep scoop back.

Black
Pebble

XS S M L XL XXLJump To It Vest
ASQ-W21-08
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Go To Vest
ASQ-W21-35

Such a useful, classic cut vest that you can 
wear layered year-round, from barre to 
brunches to the beach. The longer, fitted 
length means it will never ride up and the 
super soft bamboo fabric feels amazing 
against your skin. 

Ikat
Navy
Black

XS S M L XL XXL
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Tranquility Vest
ASQ-W21-187

A new style for this collection, this versatile 
organic cotton slub tee is ideal for those 
looking for slightly more coverage. The 
longer length body is designed to finish 
below your bottom, so works very well with 
all our legging styles, but also great tucked 
into skirts or trousers as a warm layering 
piece.

Black

XS S M L XL XXL
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Live Fast Boatneck
ASQ-W21-15

Our Live Fast Boatneck has a contoured 
fit to fully support you, even in your 
toughest yoga or Pilates class. Made 
with Bambor® it fits snugly to your body, 
has a hidden bra support and the longer 
length means it’s staying put in any pose.  

Black
Leopard

XS S M L XL XXL
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Conquer your day in our favourite cami. 
Made with Bambor® it’s soft, comfortable 
and gently holds you in. It has a longer, 
snug length and hidden built-in bra, which 
means it’s going to stay put everywhere 
you go — from studio to street to sofa. And 
it looks ever better from the back… 

Marine Blue
Black

XS S M L XL XXLConquer Cami
ASQ-W21-61
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Radiance Racer
ASQ-W21-82

Made with Bambor® our racer back feels 
soft and comfortable to wear and fits 
snugly to your body. The longer length 
means it won’t ride up in your class and 
the high neckline and built-in bra provide 
extra support. You’ll love the flattering 
seam detailing. 

Leopard
Black

XS S M L XL XXL
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Short 
Sleeve Tops

Wear everywhere tees

Classic in design and colour, our flattering tees will 
be a wardrobe essential you’ll reach for time and time 

again. Made with our durable, soft and sustainable 
fabrics, they’ll feel amazing against your skin.
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Bend It Tee
ASQ-W21-106

This is the classic bamboo tee you need in 
your wardrobe, but with a few flattering 
twists. The side gathers at the hip make it 
slightly looser around your tummy and the 
fitted, longer length covers the top of your 
bottom and thighs and means it staying 
put, on and off your mat. 

Navy
Marine Blue
Black

XS S M L XL XXL
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V Bend It Tee
ASQ-W21-185

We took our bestselling Bend It Tee and 
added a V neckline for those of you who 
may prefer that shape. Same flattering 
side gathers at the hip and a longer length 
that covers the top of your bottom and 
thighs. This trusty tee is staying put in even 
the most advanced yoga or Pilates pose.

Black

XS S M L XL XXL
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Movement Tee
ASQ-W21-197

The perfect shorter length, relaxed fit 
tee made in our super soft, sustainable 
bamboo fabric. Destined to become one of 
the most useful multi-functional tops you 
own – ideal for running, yoga, HIIT, or worn 
with jeans every day.

Soft Grey
Watermelon

XS S M L XL XXL
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Smooth You Tee
ASQ-W21-101

If you love yoga or Pilates then you need 
this tee in your life. Made with seriously soft 
bamboo fabric it feels amazing next to your 
skin. A classic tee shape with an elegant 
back dart detail and a fitted waistband — so 
it won’t ride up in even your toughest class.  

Pebble
Leopard
Marine Blue
Black
Navy

XS S M L XL XXL
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Freedom Tee
ASQ-W21-86

The brilliant thing about this super soft 
bamboo tee is you can wear it two ways. 
Pull it down over your thighs and bottom if 
you want fuller coverage, or wear it higher 
so it gently blousons over your tummy. We 
love the subtle front and back detailing. 

Marine Blue
Black

XS S M L XL XXL
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Be Grace Batwing
ASQ-W21-07  |  ASQ-W21-100

Your favourite Asquith top, season after 
season. Flattering and so versatile we 
know why you love it, as we all do too. 
Fitted at your hip but slightly loose on your 
tummy, it’s the perfect top to wear on and 
off your mat.

Watermelon
Soft Grey
Black
Navy

XS S M L XL XXL
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Long  
Sleeve Tops

Perfect layering

We make our long sleeve tees in soft, breathable 
fabric, so you’ll feel cool when it’s hot and cosy when 

it’s cold. Perfect to layer over our vests to class, or 
wear with your favourite jeans and skirts. 
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Mellow Hoody
ASQ-W21-198

This comfortable, slouchy hoody is made 
with super soft bamboo. Designed with 
dropped shoulders, flatlock stitched seams, 
wide cuffs and a large patch pocket at the 
front. This is a great layering piece to wear 
over our tees. Plus it’s not bulky, so ideal 
to wear under a coat on chilly days. Paired 
with our Drawstring Pants it makes the 
perfect soft, cosy tracksuit.

Pebble
Alpine Green

XS S M L XL XXL
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Boogie Tee
ASQ-W21-145

Sometimes you want to wear something 
that is more than just a plain top, which 
is why we love the contrast sleeve and 
neckline details on this classic, bamboo 
tee. Perfect for layering over vests to your 
yoga class or wearing everyday with jeans 
and skirts.

Seagreen
Pebble

XS S M L XL XXL
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Base Layer
ASQ-W21-150

Made with temperature controlling, 
breathable bamboo this bamboo base 
layer will keep you cosy on even the 
coldest day. Your perfect top for walking, 
skiing or running. Zip up to your chin and 
protect the top of your hands with the 
thumbhole detail. 

Marine Blue
Navy

XS S M L XL XXL
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Open Back Tee
ASQ-W21-36

The open back detail on this super soft 
bamboo top adds a cool twist to this long 
sleeve tee. Perfect for showing off pretty 
back details on your vests and bras. Slim 
fit at the hip so it doesn’t ride up; this is a 
great everyday basic for your wardrobe. 

Marine Blue

XS S M L XL XXL
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Long Sleeve Batwing
ASQ-W21-190

This super soft bamboo top is endlessly 
versatile and something you’ll wear over 
and over again. A relaxed, flattering fit, it 
layers perfectly over our vests, so great to 
wear until you warm up in class.  

Navy
Leopard
Soft Grey

XS S M L XL XXL
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Long Sleeve  
Smooth You Tee
ASQ-W21-33

Did someone say beautiful balloon sleeves? 
Beautiful balloon sleeves in buttery soft 
bamboo fabric? Double win. This pretty top 
also has an elegant back dart detail and 
a fitted waistband to keep you secure on 
your mat — but it’s also ready to be dressed 
up with jeans and heels and taken out.

Marine Blue

XS S M L XL XXL
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Calm Wrap
ASQ-W21-186

A new style for this season our Calm Wrap 
is a classic style to layer over vests to any 
of your classes – Pilates, yoga, barre and 
beyond. The soft bamboo fabric means 
you’ll want to wear it every day too. 
We love styling ours with our favourite 
jeans and boots for an effortless, wear 
everywhere look.

Black
Watermelon
Navy

XS S M L XL XXL
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Bliss Top
ASQ-W21-189

Meet our brand new Bliss top. A half 
polo neck made with soft, sustainable 
bamboo, this loose-fit, dropped sleeve top 
is endlessly versatile. Wear with leggings 
or your favourite pair of jeans for an 
effortless everyday look.

Black

XS S M L XL XXL
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Long Sleeve Tee
ASQ-W21-40

An essential for your winter capsule 
wardrobe. This cosy bamboo top layers 
under all your jumpers to provide extra 
warmth and goes with everything. We love 
matching the stripe on the sleeve with our 
Live Fast Pants to go out, or with our Long 
Harem Pants for a laid back look. 

Marine Blue
Pebble

XS S M L XL XXL
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Embrace Tee
ASQ-W21-120

A classic 3/4 sleeve tee that ever so gently 
blousons around your waist, so it’s super 
flattering on. The fitted hem, just above 
the hip, means it won’t ride up on your mat 
and the buttery soft bamboo fabric is so 
comfortable you’ll never want to take it off.

Soft Grey
Sea Green
Black
Navy

XS S M L XL XXL
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Serenity Tee
ASQ-W21-188

A new style for this season our Serenity 
Tee is destined to become a top you will 
reach for time and time again. Made in 
our versatile organic cotton slub fabric, 
this classic 3/4 sleeve tee has a longer 
length body, designed to finish below 
your bottom. Works brilliantly with all our 
legging styles, but also great tucked into 
skirts or trousers as a layering piece.

Black

XS S M L XL XXL
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Leggings

Made to move

Our performance leggings are super soft and 
gently hold you in, supporting you on and off your 

mat. Feel fresh even after your toughest class in our 
naturally breathable and sweat-wicking fabrics.
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Live Fast Pants
ASQ-W21-30

Our bestselling pants are practically 
perfect in every way. The classic slim leg 
cut is very flattering on your leg, plus 
we added hem and side seam details 
for fantastic bottom shaping. Made with 
Bambor®, you’ll feel supported and so 
comfortable all day. 

Aubergine
Navy
Pebble
Marine Blue
Black

Available in Short, Regular 
& Long leg lengths

XS S M L XL XXL
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Flow With It Leggings
ASQ-W21-110

Our bestselling leggings and we know 
why you love them… Made with Bambor®, 
they’re supremely comfortable but gently 
hold you in, so you feel secure on and 
off your mat. These will go effortlessly 
with everything in your wardrobe — from 
yoga vests to cosy sweatshirts.  

Ikat
Leopard
Black
Navy

XS S M L XL XXL
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Move It Leggings
ASQ-S21-02

Meet our bum-sculpting wonder leggings, 
with seriously flattering hip and side seam 
details. Made with Bambor® they’re soft 
and so comfortable to wear but also gently 
hold you in. Squat proof and 100% opaque, 
they’re your wear-all-day-hero — from 
lunging to lounging. 

Marine Blue
Pebble
Aubergine
Black
Navy

XS S M L XL XXL
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High Waisted Leggings
ASQ-W21-193

We had so many requests for high waisted 
leggings we had to make them for you this 
season. Made in Bambor®, they have a 
three layer fabric high waistband that will 
gently support you all day, on and off your 
mat. So flattering and comfortable, we are 
living in this new style.

Black

XS S M L XL XXL
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7/8 Leggings
ASQ-W21-192

Meet our new season 7/8 Leggings. 1/8 
shorter than our full length styles, they’re 
designed to finish just above your ankles. 
Combining fashion and functionality these 
Bambor® leggings are ideal if you don’t 
want a full length but find Capris a bit on the 
short side. By showing your ankle and a little 
of your lower leg it makes your legs look 
longer too — and who doesn’t love that?

Black
Pebble

XS S M L XL XXL
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Pants

Comfort is everything

Made with our buttery soft fabrics, our pants 
are so comfortable you’ll never want to take 
them off. Taking you effortlessly from lunging 

to lounging and everywhere in between.
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Heavenly Harem Pants
ASQ-W21-27

One of our original styles and still one of 
your favourites. Our 7/8 length harem 
pants in the softest bamboo fabric are 
perfect for yoga, Pilates, barre and more. 
Great for seeing your ankle movement in 
class. We love the flattering foldover waist 
and deep pockets. 

Pebble
Black

XS S M L XL XXL
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Divine Pants
ASQ-W21-104  |  ASQ-W21-199

You’ll want to live in these bamboo pants. 
The relaxed shape with gently tapered legs 
means they’re very flattering and they’ll go 
with your trainers, boots, or barefoot for 
class. Super soft and with an elasticated 
waistband, it feels like you’re wearing your 
comfiest PJs. 

Black
Ikat

XS S M L XL XXL
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Harmony Pants
ASQ-W21-85

Our slouchiest most comfy pants yet - 
you are not going to want to take these 
off. Made with buttery soft bamboo, with 
an elasticated waist and easy tapered 
legs, they are perfect for your yoga class, 
travelling and lounging.  

Pebble
Black

XS S M L XL XXL
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Long Harem Pants
ASQ-W21-74  |  ASQ-W21-138

These are set to become the most useful 
and comfortable pants you’ll own. Made 
with our super soft bamboo fabric they feel 
amazing next your skin. The wide cuffs and 
fold down waistband mean they’re staying 
put in even the toughest class. You’ll live in 
them outside of class too — we can vouch 
they’re the perfect lazy weekend pant. 

Navy
Marine Blue
Pebble
Black

XS S M L XL XXL
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Crop Pants
ASQ-W21-169

Our soft bamboo Crop Pants are perfect 
for yoga and Pilates. The fitted cuffs 
means they are staying put in any pose 
and the relaxed fit allows for great 
freedom of movement. We love the super 
comfy waistband and handy pockets.

Black
Alpine Green

XS S M L XL XXL
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Drawstring Pants
ASQ-W21-184

These bamboo pants have a loose fit leg, 
so they’re very flattering and super soft. 
The elasticated waist sits up a bit higher 
and you can pull in the drawstring waist to 
suit your look. Great for yoga and everyday 
but also the ideal curl-up-on-your-sofa 
pant. Paired with our Mellow Hoody they 
make the perfect soft, cosy tracksuit.

Pebble
Alpine Green

XS S M L XL XXL
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Dreamer Pants
ASQ-W21-153

These bamboo pants are truly dreamy.  The 
wide smocking detail at the waist and wide 
leg means they’re as comfy to wear as they 
are flattering. The self-tie hem detail keeps 
them put in any pose. Ideal for your softer 
yoga practice and I-don’t-want-to-get-off-
the-sofa days. 

Marine Blue
Watermelon

XS S M L XL XXL
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Lifestyle

Super soft everyday

Our new lifestyle pieces mean you can enjoy 
our signature soft and comfortable styles 

wherever you go. And feel wonderful knowing 
your everyday wardrobe is looking after the 

planet and people too.
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Chi Culottes
ASQ-W21-132

Whenever we wear these we can’t help but 
twirl about. They are the swishiest, most 
comfortable pants to wear but are also so 
elegant on. Made with the softest bamboo 
fabric, the wide leg and high waist is 
unbelievably flattering. From daytime 
pottering to dinners out, these pants have 
you covered. 

Pebble

XS S M L XL XXL
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Palazzo Pants
ASQ-W21-182  |  ASQ-W21-196

You asked, we made them. We had so 
many requests for a wide leg lounge pant 
that you could dress up or down. This 
new style is an off-duty, super flattering, 
multi-functional hero — you’ll wear them 
everywhere, from drinks parties to lazy 
Sunday sofa sessions.

Black
Pebble

XS S M L XL XXL
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Jumpsuit
ASQ-W21-201

Meet our super comfortable bamboo 
Jumpsuit. We love the wrap front and low 
V back details and the wide waistband 
and loose-fit legs means it’s incredible 
flattering. Wear with trainers in the day 
and dress up with heels or boots at night.

Black
Navy

XS S M L XL XXL
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Wrap Dress
ASQ-W21-183

Every wardrobe needs a classic Wrap 
Dress in it, they are so endlessly versatile. 
Dress up with jewellery and heels for a 
dinner party, or wear with your favourite 
trainers in the day for a more relaxed look. 
This one is made with the best quality 
bamboo, so feels amazing next to your 
skin and won’t fade or get those annoying 
bobbles.

Black
Leopard

XS S M L XL XXL
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Essence Hoody
ASQ-W21-165

A classic hoody (everyone should have 
one in their wardrobe) made with the 
softest organic cotton fleece. Match with 
our Essence Track Pants for the cosiest 
outfit of all time. Perfect for travelling, 
throwing on over a tee to wear to yoga, 
walking and lazy day lounging.

Grey Marl

XS S M L XL XXL
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Essence Track Pants
ASQ-W21-170

A classic pair of joggers made with the 
softest organic cotton fleece, they’re 
comfortable, flattering and so versatile. 
Match with our Essence Hoody for the 
cosiest outfit of all time. Perfect for 
travelling, walking and lazy day lounging.

Grey Marl

XS S M L XL XXL
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Be Calm Sweatshirt
ASQ-S21-191

This classic, relaxed fit sweatshirt has raglan 
sleeves and has been made in our gorgeous, 
seriously comfy, organic cotton fleece. Throw 
on over your favourite jeans or leggings — 
perfect for life on and off your mat.

Grey Marl

XS S M L XL XXL
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Keep Moving Pants
ASQ-W21-194

A new style for our autumn winter 
collection, our Keep Moving Pants are 
made with cosy organic cotton fleece. 
These chic pants have a flattering side 
stripe and back pocket details but are as 
comfortable as tracksuit bottoms. Dress 
up with boots or heels with a matching 
Black or Marine Blue top for a very 
sophisticated look.

Grey Marl

XS S M L XL XXL
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Bend It Tee
ASQ-W21-106

 Marine Blue
 Black

V Bend It Tee
ASQ-W21-185 

 Black

Movement Tee
ASQ-W21-197  

 So� Grey
 Watermelon

Smooth You Tee
ASQ-W21-101

 Pebble
 Leopard
 Marine Blue
 Black
 Navy

Freedom Tee
ASQ-W21-86

 Marine Blue
 Black

Be Grace Batwing
ASQ-W21-07
ASQ-W21-100

 Watermelon
 So� Grey
 Black
 Navy

Balance Bra Top
ASQ-W21-113

Marine Blue
Ikat
Leopard
Black

Jump To It Vest
ASQ-W21-08

 Black
 Pebble

Go To Vest
ASQ-W21-35

 Ikat
 Navy
 Black

Tranquillity Vest
ASQ-W21-187

Black 

Live Fast Boatneck
ASQ-W21-15 

 Black
 Leopard 

Conquer Cami
ASQ-W21-61

 Marine Blue
 Black

Radiance Racer
ASQ-W21-82

Black
Leopard
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Mellow Hoody
ASQ-W21-198

 Pebble
 Alpine Green

Boogie Tee
ASQ-W21-145

 Seagreen
 Pebble

Base Layer
ASQ-W21-150 

 Marine Blue
 Navy

Open Back Tee
ASQ-W21-36

 Marine Blue

Long Sleeve Batwing
ASQ-W21-190

 Navy
 Leopard
 Soft Grey

Long Sleeve Tee
ASQ-W21-40 

 Marine Blue
 Pebble 

Calm Wrap
ASQ-W21-186

 Black
 Watermelon
 Navy

Bliss Top
ASQ-W21-189

 Black

Long Sleeve Smooth You Tee 
ASQ-W21-33 

 Marine Blue

Embrace Tee
ASQ-W21-120

 Soft Grey
 Sea Green
 Black
 Navy

Serenity Tee
ASQ-W21-188

 Black

Long Sleeve Tops
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Live Fast Pants
ASQ-W21-30

Aubergine
Navy
Pebble
Marine Blue
Black

Flow With It Leggings
ASQ-W21-110

 Ikat
 Leopard
 Black
 Navy

Move It Leggings
ASQ-W21-02

 Marine Blue
 Pebble
 Aubergine
 Black
 Navy

Flares
ASQ-CONT-151

 Black
 Navy

High Waisted Leggings
ASQ-W21-193

 Black

7/8 Leggings
ASQ-W21-192

 Black
 Pebble

Leggings
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Heavenly Harem Pants
ASQ-W21-27

 Pebble
 Black

Divine Pants
ASQ-W21-104
ASQ-W21-199

 Black
 Ikat

Harmony Pants
ASQ-W21-85

 Pebble
 Black

Long Harem Pants
ASQ-W21-74 
ASQ-W21-138

 Navy
 Marine Blue
 Pebble
 Black

Crop Pants
ASQ-W21-169  

 Black
 Alpine Green
 

Drawstring Pants
ASQ-W21-184

 Pebble
 Alpine Green
 

Dreamer Pants
ASQ-W21-153

 Marine Blue
 Watermelon

Pants
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Lifestyle

Chi Culottes
ASQ-W21-132

 Pebble

Palazzo Pants
ASQ-W21-182
ASQ-W21-196

 Black
 Pebble

Jumpsuit
ASQ-W21-201  

 Black
 Navy

Wrap Dress
ASQ-W21-183

 Black
 Leopard

Essence Hoody
ASQ-W21-165 

 Grey Marl

Essence Track Pants
ASQ-W21-170

 Grey Marl

Be Calm Sweatshirt
ASQ-W21-191  

 Grey Marl

Keep Moving Pants
ASQ-W21-194

 Grey Marl
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+ 44 (0) 207 792 9414      contact@asquithlondon.com      www.asquithlondon.com




